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Abstract
There are various greedy schemas to construct a maximal path in a given input graph. Associated with each such schema is the
family of graphs where it always results a path of maximum length, or a Hamiltonian path/cycle, if there exists one. Considerable
amount of work has been carried out, regarding the characterization and recognition problems of such graphs. We present here a
systematic listing of previous results of this type and ﬁll up most of the remaining empty entries.
© 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
A greedy instance of a combinatorial problem is an instance of that problem which can be solved by a greedy
algorithm. Such an algorithm is based on some ‘best ﬁt’, or ‘any which ﬁts’ approach and it avoids backtracking.
However, the precise meaning of ‘greedy’ is otherwise rather ﬂexible and various greedy schemas can be deﬁned for
each combinatorial problem.Accordingly, there are several families of greedy instances, each corresponds to a speciﬁc
greedy method. While studying the subject, we have encountered many results of this nature in the literature. Our
notion of ‘greedy’ is not commonly used. In some articles it is replaced by ‘random’, and several authors use their own
ad hoc terminology. A comprehensive study of greedy structures can be found in [1].
In this article we study greedy Hamiltonian graphs, that is, graphs where a Hamiltonian path, or a Hamiltonian
circuit, can be greedily constructed. We consider three basic greedy schemas to construct a Hamiltonian path:
(i) One way progression: A graph is one way greedily Hamiltonian if every simple path is a preﬁx of a Hamiltonian
path.
(ii) Two way progression: A graph is two way greedily Hamiltonian if every simple path is contained (not necessarily
as a preﬁx) in a Hamiltonian path.
(iii) Parallel progression: A graph is parallel greedily Hamiltonian if every linear forest (a vertex disjoint union of
simple paths) is contained in a Hamiltonian path.
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Fig. 1. The prism graph and the cube graph.
In each of the above, ‘Hamiltonian path’ can be replaced by ‘Hamiltonian circuit’. Also each of (i)–(iii) applies to
either undirected, or directed graphs (with directed—simple paths, Hamiltonian paths/circuits). Twelve distinct families
of greedily Hamiltonian graphs are accordingly obtained.
Apparently, considerable amount of work has been carried out regarding (i) and (ii). A complete characterization of
seven out of the corresponding eight families of graphs can be found in the union of [2,3,10]. In the sequelwe characterize
three of the four families corresponding to (iii). The two families for which we do not have an explicit characterization
are (ii) and (iii) for directed Hamiltonian path. We cannot provide a polynomial algorithm to recognize the members
of any of these two families, neither can we prove NP-hardness of the corresponding membership problems.
Other greedy schemas to construct aHamiltonian path arementioned in the literature: in [9], Thomassen characterizes
graphs in which the greedy algorithm, when starting from a speciﬁc set of vertices, always results a Hamiltonian path
or a Hamiltonian circuit. Also inﬁnite greedily Hamiltonian graphs are characterized in that article. More about inﬁnite
greedily Hamiltonian graphs can be found in [4].
In [5], Fink deﬁnes an antipath to be a directed graph whose underlying graph is a path, and contains no directed path
of length 2.An anticycle is a directed graph whose underlying graph is a circuit, and contains at most one directed path
of length 2. Digraphs in which the greedy one way algorithm always yields an anti-Hamiltonian path/anti-Hamiltonian
cycle are characterized in [5].
When (iii) is applied to non-Hamiltonian graphs, one can ask for a structural characterization of graphs where it
always results a linear forest of maximum size. In Section 4 we present some good news side by side with some bad
ones. On one hand we prove that the recognition problem of such graphs is NP-hard, and this intractability result still
holds even if the input is restricted to be a bipartite graph.Yet, on the brighter side, we present some restrictions on the
structure of such graphs. Unfortunately, these properties do not sufﬁce for the design of a polynomial time recognition
algorithm.
1.1. Notation
We use the following standard, as well as non-standard, notation to denote speciﬁc graphs which play some role in
the sequel:
• PR6—the prism graph (see Fig. 1).
• CU8—the cube graph (see Fig. 1).
• Pn—a simple path on n-vertices.
• Cn—a circuit of length n.
• Kn—the complete graph on n vertices.
• K−sn —obtained from Kn by the deletion of s disjoint edges, for some 0sn/2.
• Ka,b—the complete bipartite graph on sides of sizes a and b.
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• Dn—obtained by deleting an edge from Kn/2,n/2.
• An—obtained by inserting an additional edge to Kn/2,n/2.
• Bn–obtained by inserting two additional edges, one to each side of Kn/2,n/2.
• Fn—obtained by inserting two additional disjoint edges to K(n+1)/2,(n−1)/2 both to the larger side.
• In—obtained by inserting three additional edges, which form a triangle in the larger side of K(n+1)/2,(n−1)/2.
• Hn,s , the (edge) union of K(n+1)/2,(n−1)/2 and K1,s , where the vertices of the second all belong to the larger side of
the ﬁrst (0s(n − 1)/2).
The last three are directed graphs:
• S∗n—an n circuit with two antiparallel edges between every pair of consecutive vertices.
• K∗n—the complete digraph on n vertices (two antiparallel edges between each pair of vertices).
• D(p, q)—a digraph on pq vertices and pq2 edges, obtained from the directed circuit of length p by taking q copies
of each vertex, and an edge from every copy of a vertex to every copy of its successor.
We also use the following notation: if S is a set of vertices in a graph G = (V ,E), then N(S) ⊆ V \S is the set of
vertices in the graph which are adjacent to at least one vertex of S.
2. Systematic classiﬁcation of greedily Hamiltonian graphs
2.1. Review of previously known results
Our notation of (i)–(iii) refers to the three greedy schemas deﬁned in the introduction. The following three versions
of the problem: (i) for Hamiltonian paths, (i) for Hamiltonian circuits and (ii) for Hamiltonian circuits, appear to be
equivalent, in the sense that they induce the same set of greedily Hamiltonian graphs: these graphs are characterized
by Chartrand and Kronk in [2]:
Theorem 2.1 (Chartrand [2]). Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n vertices. Every path of G is contained in a
Hamiltonian circuit if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: Cn, Kn, Kn/2,n/2.
In [10], Thomassen gives the following characterization for the case of (ii) for Hamiltonian paths:
Theorem 2.2 (Thomassen [10]). Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n vertices. Every path of G is contained in a
Hamiltonian path if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: PR6, CU8, Pn, Cn, Dn, K−sn for some
1sn/2, Kn/2,n/2, An, Bn, K(n+1)/2,(n−1)/2, Fn, In, Hn,s for some 1s(n − 1)/2.
The following three versions of the problem are equivalent: (i) for directed Hamiltonian paths, (i) for directed
Hamiltonian circuits, and (ii) for directed Hamiltonian circuits, all lead to the same set of graphs. These graphs are
characterized by Chartrand et al. [3].
Theorem 2.3 (Chartrand et al. [3]). Let D = (V ,E) be a digraph with |V | = n vertices. Every directed path in D is
contained in a directed Hamiltonian circuit if and only if D is isomorphic to one of the following digraphs: S∗n , K∗n ,
D(p, q) where pq = n.
2.2. Complementary observations
We characterize here three of the four families of parallel greedily Hamiltonian graphs:
Theorem 2.4. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n vertices. Every vertex disjoint union of simple paths of G is
contained in a Hamiltonian path if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: PR6, Pn, Cn, Dn, K−sn
for 0sn/2, Kn/2,n/2, An, Bn, K(n+1)/2,(n−1)/2, Fn, In, Hn,s for 1sn/2.
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Fig. 2. Graphs in which every simple path is contained in a maximum length path.
Proof. LetG=(V ,E) be a graph such that every vertex disjoint union of simple paths ofG is contained in aHamiltonian
path. Obviously, every simple path of G is contained in a Hamiltonian path. Hence, G is one of the graphs listed in
Theorem 2.2. The cube graph is the only one in that list which does not have the property that the greedy parallel
algorithm always yields a Hamiltonian path. 
The following two theorems are obtained along the same lines, by scanning the list of graphs associated with schema
(ii) and excluding those which are not greedy with respect to (iii).
Theorem 2.5. Let G = (V ,E) be a graph with |V | = n vertices. Every vertex disjoint union of simple paths of G is
contained in a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: Kn, Kn/2,n/2, Cn.
Theorem 2.6. LetD= (V ,E) be a digraph with |V | =n vertices. Every vertex disjoint union of directed simple paths
of D is contained in a directed Hamiltonian circuit if and only if D is isomorphic to one of the following digraphs: K∗n ,
D(n, 1).
2.3. Non-Hamiltonian maximum path greedy graphs
Schemas (i)–(iii) above can be applied to ﬁnd maximal paths also in non-Hamiltonian graphs.Accordingly we deﬁne
for each schema the families of non-Hamiltonian maximum path greedy graphs to be the set of graphs for which the
schema at hand always provides a path of maximum length.
The following characterization of non-Hamiltonian undirected graphs with the ‘two way greedy maximum path’
property is given in [8]:
Theorem 2.7 (Tarsi [8]). Let G be a connected simple graph which admits no Hamiltonian path. Every simple path
of G is contained in a maximum length simple path, if and only if G is one of the following:
• The union of simple paths, all of the same length, which share one common endvertex, and are otherwise vertex
disjoint.
• A bipartite graph on vertex set V =X ∪ Y , where |Y | |X| + 2 and every vertex in X is adjacent to all, but at most
one, of the vertices in Y.
• One of the six graphs, described in Fig. 2.
Note that all undirected graphs with the ‘one way greedy maximum path’ property are Hamiltonian. Later we prove
that the decision problem whether an input non-Hamiltonian undirected graph has the ‘parallel progression greedy
maximum’ property is co-NPC.
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3. Hereditary systems
A hereditary system is a pair H = (S, F ), where S is a ﬁnite set and F is a family of subsets of S, where f ∈ F and
f ′ ⊆ f implies f ′ ∈ F . The members of f are called the feasible sets of the system.
A subgraph of a linear forest is clearly a linear forest as well. Therefore, unlike paths, linear forests form a family
of feasible sets of a hereditary system. In fact, Schema (iii) is an application of the ‘greedy algorithm for hereditary
systems’, soon to be deﬁned. In this section we state and prove several general results about maximal feasible sets of
hereditary systems. Although we apply these results to linear forests on a rather limited scale (Theorem 4.2), we ﬁnd
it appropriate to present the more general setting because of the major role played by hereditary systems in the theory
of greedy structures, see e.g. [1].
Many combinatorial problems deal with ﬁnding maximum cardinality feasible sets in certain classes of hereditary
systems. The greedy algorithm for the construction of a maximal cardinality feasible set M of a hereditary system
H = (S, F ) is deﬁned as follows:
begin
let M be the empty set;
repeat
select any x ∈ S\M , such that M ∪ {x} is feasible, and let M
become M ∪ {x};
until such x does not exist;
return M;
end.
A greedy hereditary system is a hereditary system for which the greedy algorithm always produces a maximum
cardinality feasible set. Equivalently, a hereditary system is greedy if and only if its maximal feasible sets are all of the
same cardinality.
Lemma 3.1. Let H = (S, F ) be a hereditary system, and let F1 and F2 be two maximal feasible sets of F. Then one of
the following two conditions holds:
1. For each f1 ∈ F1\F2, and for each f2 ∈ F2\F1, the set: (F1 ∩ F2) ∪ {f1, f2} is not feasible.
2. There exists a maximal feasible set F3 of F , such that min{|F1 ∩ F3|, |F2 ∩ F3|}> |F1 ∩ F2|.
Proof. Assume that the ﬁrst condition does not hold. Let f1 ∈ F1\F2, and f2 ∈ F2\F1, such that the set: F ′3 = (F1 ∩
F2) ∪ {f1, f2} is feasible. Let F3 be any maximal feasible set of F which contains F ′3. Condition 2 holds for F1, F2,
and F3. 
Lemma 3.2. Let H = (S, F ) be a hereditary system. For every two maximal feasible sets, A and B, of F, there exists
a series, A = F0, . . . , Fk = B, of maximal feasible sets of F, such that for each 0 i < k, for each fi ∈ Fi\Fi+1, and
for each fi+1 ∈ Fi+1\Fi , the set (Fi ∩ Fi+1) ∪ {fi, fi+1} is not feasible.
Proof. Let A and B be two maximal feasible sets of H for which the assertion of the lemma does not hold, such that
|A ∩ B| is maximal among all such pairs (A,B).
Clearly, the ﬁrst condition of Lemma 3.1 does not hold for A and B. Therefore, the second condition of that lemma
does hold. Hence, there exists a maximal feasible set C of H such that min{|C ∩A|, |C ∩B|}> |B ∩A|. Consequently,
there exist two series of maximal feasible sets, A = F0, . . . , Fk = C and C = G0, . . . ,Gm = B, which comply with
the conditions of the lemma. The combined series A=F0, . . . , Fk =C =G0, . . . ,Gm =B yields a contradiction. 
The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
Theorem 3.1. Let H = (S, F ) be a hereditary system. Then H is not greedy if and only if there exist two maximal
feasible sets, A and B, of S with different cardinalities, |A| = |B|, such that for each a ∈ A\B, and for each b ∈ B\A,
the set: (A ∩ B) ∪ {a, b} is not feasible.
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Theorem 3.2. Let H be a hereditary system, and let A and B be two maximal feasible sets of H, such that |A| |B|.
Assume that for each two maximal feasible sets, F1 and F2, of H, for which Condition 1 of Lemma 3.1 holds, the
difference between |F1| and |F2| is at most 1. Then for each integer |A|p |B|, there exists a maximal feasible set
of H of size p.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2, there exists a series of maximal feasible sets, A = F0, . . . , Fk = B, such that for
each 0 i < k Condition 1 of Lemma 3.1 holds for Fi and Fi+1. Therefore, the cardinalities of any two consecutive
elements in the series differ by at most 1. 
4. Linear forests
Let us recall that a linear forest in a graph G= (V ,E) is a vertex disjoint union of simple paths of G. We say that a
linear forest F saturates a vertex v ∈ V , if v is the endvertex of two edges of F. The vertices which are not saturated
by F are its endpoints. The size of a linear forest is the number of its edges. The size of a linear forest of G clearly
cannot exceed |V | − 1. A linear forest of G of size |V | − 1, if exists, is a Hamiltonian path. The fact that recognizing
Hamiltonian graphs is NPC implies that the maximum linear forest problem is also NPC.
4.1. Intractability of the greedy maximum linear forest problem
A graph is greedily parallel Hamiltonian if and only if every linear forest of the graph is contained in a Hamiltonian
path. We previously presented a list of all such graphs (Theorem 2.4). When expanding the input to non-Hamiltonian
graphs, the problem of recognizing graphs where all maximal linear forests have the same cardinality becomes in-
tractable. This remains true even when the input is restricted to bipartite graphs:
Theorem 4.1. The following problem is co-NPC:
Input: A bipartite graph B = (V ,E).
Question: Do all maximal linear forests of B have the same size?
The co-NP-completeness of recognizing greedy instances of the maximum linear forest problem, versus the poly-
nomiality of recognizing greedily parallel Hamiltonian graphs, is a part of a wider phenomenon, which was observed
in [1], where the following was proved:
• Greedy K3-packing is co-NPC, but for every graph H, g-H-factorization is a polynomial problem.
• Recognizing hypergraphs with all maximal matchings having the same cardinality is co-NPC, even when the input
is restricted to 3-uniform hypergraphs, but for every k ∈ N the recognition of greedily matchable hypergraphs with
maximal edge size bounded by k is polynomial.
• The recognition of greedily saturated CNF formulas is co-NPC, but the recognition of greedy instances of SAT can
be done polynomially.
(See [1] for details and deﬁnitions.) All cases above relate to an underlying NPC problem, of ﬁnding a maximum
feasible set in a hereditary system. That problem has a ‘perfect’ version and a more generalized ‘maximum’ version.
The recognition of greedy ‘perfect’ instances is polynomial, while the recognition of greedy instances of the general
‘maximum’ problem is co-NPC. A different scenario is drawn by comparing Theorems 2.2–2.7. Here again, there is
an NPC problem, which has a ‘perfect’ and a general ‘maximum’ versions (Hamiltonian path versus maximum path),
but here the recognition of greedy instances is polynomial for both versions. However, the family of simple paths (as
subsets of the edge set) is not a hereditary system.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1
A bipartite graph B is balanced if the two sides of B have equal cardinalities. Otherwise, B is unbalanced.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the following lemma:
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Fig. 3. The structure of B∗.
Lemma 4.1. The following problem, is NPC:
Input: A bipartite graph B = (V1 ∪ V2, E), in which V1 and V2 are the two sides of the graph and |V1| = |V2| − 1.
Question: Does B contain a Hamiltonian path?
Proof of Lemma 4.1. The problem is obviously in NP. We show NP-completeness by providing a polynomial time
reduction of the Hamiltonian circuit problem, deﬁned as follows:
Input: A graph G = (V ,E).
Question: Does G contain a Hamiltonian circuit?
The Hamiltonian circuit problem is well-known to be in NPC. Let G = (V ,E) be an instance of the Hamiltonian
circuit problem. Construct a new graph G∗ as follows: each vertex of G is represented in G∗ by a simple 6-path. In
each path, one endpoint is labeled as the ﬁrst vertex of the path, and the other endpoint is the last one. Each edge ofG is
represented in G∗ by two edges which connect between the corresponding ﬁrst and last vertices of paths. Clearly, G∗
is a balanced bipartite graph. There exists a Hamiltonian circuit in G if and only if there exists a Hamiltonian circuit in
G∗.
Let x be a vertex of G. Delete from G∗ one of the two vertices in the middle of the path which represents x. Denote
the obtained graph by G∗∗. Clearly, G∗∗ is an unbalanced bipartite graph. There exists a Hamiltonian path in G∗∗ if
and only if there exists a Hamiltonian circuit in G∗. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The following problem should be proved to be NPC:
Input: A bipartite graph B = (V1 ∪ V2, E).
Question: Are there two maximal linear forests, L1 and L2, in B , such that |L1| = |L2|?
The problem is obviously in NP. We show NP-completeness by providing a polynomial time reduction of the
Hamiltonian path problem with input restricted to unbalanced bipartite graphs. Let B = (V ∪ W,E) be an instance
of the Hamiltonian path problem, such that B is bipartite, V and W are the two sides of the graph, and |W | = |V | + 1.
Denote V = {v1, . . . , vn−1} and W = {w1, . . . , wn}. Deﬁne B∗ = (V ∗ ∪ W ∗, E∗) where V ∗ = V ∪ {x0, . . . , xn+1},
W ∗ = W ∪ {y}, and E∗ = E ∪ {(xi, wj )|1 in + 1, 1jn} ∪ {(y, vi)|1 in − 1} ∪ {(x0, y)}. Clearly, B∗ is
bipartite, and V ∗ and W ∗ are the two sides of B∗.
It is easy to see that every maximal linear forest of B∗ saturates {w1, . . . , wn}. Every maximal linear forest of B∗,
which does not contain a Hamiltonian path of B, saturates y, too. Hence, its size is: 2n + 2. However, a Hamiltonian
path of B, if exists, cannot be expanded to a linear forest of B∗ which saturates y. Hence, the size of every maximal
linear forest of B∗ which contains a Hamiltonian path of B is: 2n + 1. Thus, B∗ is a greedy instance of the maximum
linear forest problem if and only if B is not Hamiltonian. Therefore, recognizing graphs in which all maximal linear
forests are maximum is co-NPC (Fig. 3). 
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4.3. Non-greedy graphs with respect to the maximum linear forest problem
Theorem 4.2. Let A and B be two maximal linear forests of a graph G, such that |A| |B|. Then for each |A|p |B|
there exists a maximal linear forest of G of size p.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let A and B be two maximal linear forests of a graphG= (V ,E). Assume that for each a ∈ A\B and for
each b ∈ B\A, the subgraph: (A ∩ B) ∪ {a, b} is not a linear forest. Then one of the following two conditions holds:
1. ||A| − |B||1.
2. ||A| − |B|| = 2, and there exists a maximal linear forest C of G, such that |C| = (|A| + |B|)/2.
Clearly, the set of all linear forests in a graphG forms a hereditary system. Hence, the following lemma is an instance
of Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a graph. For every two maximal linear forests, A and B, of G, there exists a series, A =
L0, . . . , Lk = B, of maximal linear forests of G, such that for each 0 i < k, for each ei ∈ Li\Li+1, and for each
ei+1 ∈ Li+1\Li , the set of edges: (Li ∩ Li+1) ∪ {ei, ei+1} is not a linear forest.
Proof of Lemma 4.2.
Claim 1. There are no three edges of AB which share a common endpoint.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that v ∈ V is the endpoint of three edges of AB. Clearly, v is not an endpoint of
edges of A ∩ B. Let a1 and a2 be two edges of A\B that v is their endpoint, and let b be an edge of B\A that v is its
endpoint. Clearly, neither (A∩B)∪ {a1, b} nor (A∩B)∪ {a2, b} is a linear forest. Hence, both contain circuits, which
is obviously a contradiction. 
Claim 2. Let L be a linear forest, and let e be an edge in the graph, such that L ∪ {e} is a linear forest. Then there
exists at most one edge e′ such that the following conditions hold:
1. e and e′ are not adjacent.
2. L ∪ {e′} is a linear forest.
3. L ∪ {e, e′} is not a linear forest.
Proof. Suppose that there is an edge e′ fulﬁlling the conditions 1–3 of the claim. Then there exist two components, P1
and P2, of L, such that each of e and e′ has a common endpoint with each of P1 and P2. Clearly, there does not exist
another edge e′′ which is not adjacent to e, and has a common endpoint with each of P1 and P2. 
The following claim is a direct consequence of Claim 2:
Claim 3. For each b ∈ B\A, there exists at most one edge in A\B which is not adjacent to b. For each a ∈ A\B,
there exists at most one edge in B\A which is not adjacent to a.
Claim 4. max{|A\B|, |B\A|}3.
Proof. Let b ∈ B\A. According to Claim 1 each of the endpoints of b is an endpoint of at most one edge of A\B.
According to Claim 3, there exists at most one edge in A\B which is not adjacent to b. Hence, |A\B|3. Similarly,
|B\A|3. 
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Claim 5. If ‖A| − |B‖ = 2, then there exists a maximal linear forest C of G, such that |C| = (|A| + |B|)/2.
Proof. Assume |A| = |B| + 2. Then |A\B| = 3 and |B\A| = 1. Denote A\B = {a1, a2, a3} and B\A = {b}. Exactly
one edge of A\B is not adjacent to b. Assume without loss of generality that a1 and b are not adjacent. There exist two
components, P1 and P2, of A ∩ B, such that P1 = {v1, . . . , vr}, P2 = {vr+1, . . . , vr+s}, r > 1, s > 1, b = (v1, vr+s),
a1 = (vr , vr+1).
For each 1 ir deﬁne Li = (B ∪ {a1})\{(vi, vi+1)}. Let j be the largest index such that Lj is not a maximal
linear forest. Clearly, 1jr . There exists an edge e ∈ E such that Lj ∪ {e} is maximal. Obviously, |Lj ∪ {e}| =
|B| + 1. 
Lemma 4.2 is a consequence of the ﬁve claims. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. According to Lemma 4.3, there exists a series of maximal linear forests,A=L0, . . . , Lk =B,
such that for each 0 i < k for each ei ∈ Li\Li+1, and for each ei+1 ∈ Li+1\Li , the set of edges: (Li∩Li+1)∪{ei, ei+1}
is not a linear forest. According to Lemma 4.2, for each 0 i < k, one of the following two conditions holds:
1. ‖Li | − |Li+1‖1.
2. ‖Li | − |Li+1‖ = 2, and there exists a maximal linear forest L′i of G, such that |L
′
i | = (|Li | + |Li+1|)/2.
Therefore, for each |A|p |B| there exists a maximal linear forest of G of size p. 
4.4. The structure of blocks in graphs where all maximal linear forests are maximum
Although the recognition of greedymaximum linear forest graphs is NP-hard, we have the following characterization,
which, unfortunately, do not provide a polynomial recognition method:
Theorem 4.3. Let G = (V ,E) be a non-Hamiltonian graph in which all maximal linear forests are of the same size.
Let B be a block of G with n5 vertices. Then one of the following two options holds:
1. B is bipartite, and there exists a maximal linear forest of G\B, in which at least one vertex of N(B) is an endpoint.
2. All maximal linear forests of G\B are of the same size. The vertices of N(B) are not endpoints of maximal linear
forests of G\B, and B is isomorphic to one of the following graphs: PR6, Cn, Dn, K−sn for 0sn/2, Kn/2,n/2,
An, Bn, Fn In, Hn,s for 1sn/2.
The veriﬁcation of some statements along the proof of Theorem 4.3 turned out to be a straightforward, yet rather
long and tedious case analysis, which, if fully presented, would have almost doubled the length of this article.We hence
chose to omit the detailed proofs of such statements. In the following text we refer to such statements as ‘claims’, and
present them without proofs.
We use in the proof the following notation: let G= (V ,E) be a non-Hamiltonian graph in which all maximal linear
forests are of the same size. Let C = (v1, . . . , vm), (m5) be a circuit in G, such that {v1, . . . , vm} is a maximal vertex
set of a circuit in G. Throughout this proof, v1, . . . , vm are labeled modulo m. Let GC be the subgraph of G induced
by {v1, . . . , vm}.
In order to prove Theorem 4.3, it is enough to prove the following two lemmas:
Lemma 4.4. Let L be a maximal linear forest ofG\GC , and suppose that at least one of the endpoints of L is adjacent
to C. Then GC is bipartite.
Lemma 4.5. If all maximal linear forests ofG\GC do not have endpoints inN(C), thenGC is a block of G, isomorphic
to one of the following: PR6, Cm, Dm, K−sm for 0sm/2, Km/2,m/2, Am, Bm, Fm, Im, Hm,s for some 1sm/2.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Let k be the number of components of a maximal linear forest of G. Denote the connected
components of L by P1, . . . , Pl , each of them is either an isolated vertex or a path. A component Pi is adjacent to a
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vertex v if there exists an edge in G between one of the endpoints of Pi and v. If Pi is adjacent to at least one of the
vertices of C then Pi is adjacent to C.
Themaximality ofC implies that there are no two consecutive vertices ofC, which are adjacent to the same component
of L. Let e be an edge of C, and deﬁne L1 = L ∪ (C\{e}). Obviously, one of the following two options holds:
• k = l − 1, and all the vertices of C are adjacent to L.
• k = l, m is even, and exactly one of every two consecutive vertices of C, is adjacent to L.
Claim 1. If k = l, then GC is bipartite.
Claim 2. Suppose k = l − 1. If at least two vertices of C are adjacent to the same component P of L, then P is a path,
and one endpoint of P is not adjacent to C.
Claim 3. Assume k= l− 1. Let vi and vj be two vertices of C, which are adjacent to the same component P of L. Then
no component of L\{P } is adjacent to both vi+1 and vj+1.
Claim 4. If k = l − 1, then C is adjacent to more than two components of L.
Claim 5. If k = l − 1, and C is adjacent to exactly three components, P1, P2, and P3, of L, then each of P1, P2, and
P3 is adjacent to exactly two vertices of C.
Claim 6. If k = l − 1, then C is adjacent to more than three components of L.
Claim 7. For every 1 i < jm, there are no four distinct components, P1, P2, P3, and P4, of L, which are adjacent
to vi , vi+1, vj , and vj+1, respectively.
Claim 8. Suppose k = l − 1. Then m is even, and there exists a component P of L, which is adjacent to exactly half of
the vertices of C. The vertices of C which are adjacent to P are not adjacent to L\{P }.
Claim 9. If k = l − 1 then GC is bipartite.
The proof of Lemma 4.4 is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5.
Claim 1. GC is a block of G.
Claim 2. GC is one of the following: PR6, Cm, Dm, K−sm for 0sm/2, Km/2,m/2, Am, Bm, Fm, Im, Hm,s for
1sm/2.
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